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JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

6th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 
 

Tuesday 4 October 2016 
 
The Committee will meet at 11.30 am in the David Livingstone Room (CR6). 
 
1. Decisions on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take items 6 and 7 in private. 
 
2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will take evidence on the Legal Aid 

(Scotland) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations 2016 [draft] from— 
 

Annabelle Ewing, Minister for Community Safety and Legal Affairs, Denise 
Swanson, Head of Access to Justice Unit, and Alastair Smith, Directorate 
for Legal Services, Scottish Government. 
 

3. Subordinate legislation: Annabelle Ewing (Minister for Community Safety and 
Legal Affairs) to move— 

 
S5M-01596—That the Justice Committee recommends that the Legal Aid 
(Scotland) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations 2016 [draft] be approved. 
 

4. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instruments— 

 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (Framework) Order 2016 
(SSI 2016/249); 
  
Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2016 
(SSI 2016/257). 
 

5. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following 
instruments which are not subject to any parliamentary procedure— 

 
Act of Sederunt (Simple Procedure) 2016 (SSI 2016/200); 
  
Act of Sederunt (Lay Representation for Non-Natural Persons) 2016 
(SSI 2016/243). 
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6. Investigatory Powers Bill (UK Parliament legislation): The Committee will 

consider a draft report on legislative consent memorandum LCM-S5-2. 
 
7. Work programme: The Committee will consider its work programme. 
 
 

Peter McGrath 
Clerk to the Justice Committee 

Room T2.60 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5195 

Email: peter.mcgrath@parliament.scot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The papers for this meeting are as follows— 
 
Agenda items 2 and 3  

Paper by the clerk - Affirmative SSI 
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Agenda item 4  

Paper by the clerk - Negative SSIs  
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Agenda item 5  

Paper by the clerk - No Procedure SSIs 
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Agenda item 6  

Private paper - Investigatory Powers Bill LCM 
 

J/S5/16/6/4 (P) 

Agenda item 7  

Private paper - Work Programme 
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Justice Committee 
 

6h Meeting, 2016 (Session 5), Tuesday 4 October 2016 
 

Subordinate legislation 
 

Note by the clerk 
 

Purpose 
 
1. This paper invites the Committee to consider the following affirmative instrument: 
 

 Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations 2016 [draft]  
 
LEGAL AID (SCOTLAND) ACT 1986 AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2016 [DRAFT] 
 
Introduction 
 
2. This instrument is made under section 13(4) of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 
1986. The Regulations adapt the framework and arrangements in existing legal aid 
regulations to accommodate the new tribunal structure being implemented from 
1 December 2016. 
 
3. Further details on the purpose of the instrument can be found in the policy note 
(see below). 
 
Policy Note: Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations 2016 [draft] 
 
Policy Objectives  
 
1. The Tribunals (Scotland) Act 2014 („the Tribunals Act‟) creates a new, simplified 

statutory framework for tribunals in Scotland, bringing existing tribunal 
jurisdictions together and providing a structure for new jurisdictions. The Act 
creates two tribunals, the First-tier Tribunal for Scotland  for first decisions and 
the Upper Tribunal for Scotland, primarily for appeals from the First-tier. They 
will be known collectively as „the Scottish Tribunals‟. 

 
2. Existing tribunal jurisdictions will transfer into the Scottish Tribunals structure in 

a phased process with their existing membership, functions and rules of 
procedure where possible. In the new structure appeals will be decided by the 
Upper Tribunal, and not as at present by  the Sheriff Court or Court of Session.. 
Civil legal aid is currently available in both the Court of Session and the Sheriff 
Court in accordance with Schedule 2 of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 (“the 
1986 Act”) .  

 
3. Regulation 2(2) amends Part 1 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act to include appeals 

to the Upper Tribunal, including an application for permission to appeal, to the 
list of proceedings for which civil legal aid is available.  

 
4. Regulation 2(3) amends Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the 1986 Act to add petitions 

for judicial review remitted from the Court of Session to the Upper Tribunal to 
the list of proceedings for which civil legal aid is available.   

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/sdsi/2016/9780111032695/contents
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5. These changes means that civil legal aid will be available for cases in the Upper 

Tribunal. 
 
Consultation 
 
6. Draft provisions were shared with the Faculty of Advocates, the Law Society of 

Scotland, the Lord President and the President of the Scottish Tribunals, 
tribunal presidents, the Scottish Legal Aid Board and relevant consumer and 
business organisations.  

 
7. The Faculty of Advocates welcomed the extension of Civil Legal Aid. The Lord 

President and President of Scottish Tribunals and the then President of the Tax 
Tribunals were content with the proposals. 

 
8. Shelter Scotland welcomed the proposals.  
 
9. The Law Society of Scotland welcomed the proposals but raised the question of 

what fees would be available for the work. Fees provision will be covered in 
separate regulations.   

 
Impact Assessments 
 
10. An equality impact assessment has been completed on the draft SSI. There are 

no equality impact issues. 
 
Financial Effects 
 
11. A Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment has been completed. The 

impact of this policy on business is that civil legal aid will be available in the 
Upper Tribunal for Scotland.  

 
12. Most of the appeals to be heard in the Upper Tribunal are currently heard by 

either Sheriffs in the Sheriff Court or Judges in the Court of Session and 
conducted by Counsel. Legal aid in these cases currently accounts for around 
£74,000 each year from the Legal Aid Fund. 

 
DELEGATED POWERS AND LAW REFORM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 
4. The instrument was laid on 8 September 2016. The Delegated Powers and Law 
Reform Committee considered the instrument at its meeting on 20 September 2016 
and agreed that it did not need to draw it to the attention of the Parliament on any 
grounds within its remit.  
 
JUSTICE COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 
5. The Justice Committee is required to report to the Parliament on the instrument 
by 2 November 2016. The Minister for Community Safety and Legal Affairs has lodged 
motion S5M-01596 proposing that the Committee recommends approval of the 
instrument. The Minister is due to attend the meeting on 4 October to answer any 
questions on the instrument and to move the motion for approval. 
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6. It is for the Committee to decide whether or not to agree to this motion, and 
then to report to the Parliament by 2 November 2016. Thereafter, the Parliament 
will be invited to approve the instrument. 
 
7. The Committee is asked to delegate to the Convener authority to approve 
the report on the instrument for publication. 
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Justice Committee 
 

6th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5), Tuesday 4 October 2016 
 

Subordinate legislation 
 

Note by the clerk 

 
Purpose 
 
1. This paper invites the Committee to consider the following negative instruments: 
 

 Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (Framework) Order 2016 (SSI 2016/249) 
[see page 3]; 

 

 Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2016 
(SSI 2016/257) [see page 5]. 

 
2. If the Committee agrees to report to the Parliament on either of the instruments it 
is required to do so by 21 October and 31 October 2016 respectively. 
 
Procedure for negative instruments 
 
3. Negative instruments are instruments that are “subject to annulment” by 
resolution of the Parliament for a period of 40 days after they are laid. This means they 
become law unless they are annulled by the Parliament. All negative instruments are 
considered by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee (on various 
technical grounds) and by the relevant lead committee (on policy grounds).  
 
4. Under Rule 10.4, any member (whether or not a member of the lead committee) 
may, within the 40-day period, lodge a motion for consideration by the lead committee 
recommending annulment of the instrument.  
 
5. If the motion is agreed to by the lead committee, the Parliamentary Bureau must 
then lodge a motion to annul the instrument to be considered by the Parliament as a 
whole. If that motion is also agreed to, the Scottish Ministers must revoke the 
instrument.  
 
6. Each negative instrument appears on the Justice Committee‟s agenda at the first 
opportunity after the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee has reported on 
it. This means that, if questions are asked or concerns raised, consideration of the 
instrument can usually be continued to a later meeting to allow the Committee to 
gather more information or to invite a Minister to give evidence on the instrument. 
Members should however note that, for scheduling reasons, it is not always possible to 
continue an instrument to the following week. For this reason, if any Member has 
significant concerns about a negative instrument, they are encouraged to make this 
known to the clerks in advance of the meeting.  
 
7. In many cases, the Committee may be content simply to note the instrument and 
agree to make no recommendations on it. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/249/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/257/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/257/contents/made
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Guidance on subordinate legislation 
 
8. Further guidance on subordinate legislation is available on the Delegated Powers 
and Law Reform Committee‟s web page at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/delegate
d-powers-committee.aspx 
 
Recommendation 
 
9. The Committee is invited to consider the instruments. 
 
  

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/delegated-powers-committee.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/delegated-powers-committee.aspx
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE (FRAMEWORK) ORDER 2016 
(SSI 2016/249) 

 
Introduction 
 
10. The instrument is made under section 40(4) of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005. The 
Order extends only to Scotland and brings into effect the framework document entitled 
Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland 2016, which sets out priorities and objectives 
for the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service in connection with the carrying out of its 
statutory functions. 
 
11. The instrument comes into force on 4 October 2016. 
 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee consideration 
 
12. The Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee considered this instrument at 
its meeting on 13 September 2016 and agreed that it did not need to draw it to the 
attention of the Parliament on any grounds within its remit. 
 
Justice Committee consideration 
 
13. If the Committee agrees to report to the Parliament on this instrument, it is 
required to do so by 24 October 2016. 
 
Policy Note: Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (Framework) Order 2016 
(SSI 2016/249) 
 
Policy Objectives 
 
1. The 2005 Act was amended by the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 

(“the 2012 Act”), which established a single Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 
(“the SFRS”) to replace the existing fire and rescue authorities and joint fire and 
rescue boards. The 2012 Act further amended the 2005 Act to require that a 
framework document be prepared in relation to the new Service. The purpose 
of this Order is to bring into effect the Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland 
2016 (“the framework document”) on 4th October 2016. The Scottish Ministers 
have prepared the framework document under section 40(1) of the 2005 Act.  

 
2. The framework document sets out priorities and objectives for the SFRS in 

connection with the carrying out of its statutory functions. It also contains such 
guidance, and other matters relating to the SFRS and its functions, as the 
Scottish Ministers consider appropriate. It replaces the Fire and Rescue 
Framework for Scotland 2013. 

 
3. Section 41(1) of the 2005 Act requires the SFRS to have regard to the 

framework document in carrying out its functions. Section 41A(4) requires the 
SFRS to have regard to the framework document when preparing its strategic 
plan.  

 
4. The framework document was published in September 2016 and is available on 

the Scottish Government‟s website:  
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/09/8011 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/09/8011
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5. Article 3 of the Order revokes the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (Framework 
and Appointed Day for Strategic Plan) Order 2013 (S.S.I. 2013/97), which 
brought the Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland 2013 into effect. 

 
Consultation 
 
6. The framework document was subject to full public consultation from 21 March 

2016 to 15 June 2016. This involved all statutory consultees listed in section 40 
of the 2005 Act.  A full list of the 38 individuals and organisations who 
responded is attached to the consultation report which has been published on 
the Scottish Government website 
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/08/3762. 
Responses were received from several local authorities, third sector 
organisations, academic organisations, public bodies and, in addition, from: 

 

 Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Board; 

 Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Senior Leadership Team; 

 Fire Brigades Union; 

 Fire Officers Association; and 

 The Scottish Information Commissioner. 
 
7. The framework document sets out Scottish Ministers‟ expectations of the SFRS 

now that the majority of the reform journey bringing the previous 8 fire and 
rescue services into a single national Service has been completed.  As an 
established national public body, the framework document asks the SFRS to 
explore new ways of working to allow it to contribute an even greater role in the 
protection of Scotland‟s communities. 

 
Impact Assessments 
 
8. An equality impact assessment (“EQIA”) has been completed on the framework 

document.  The EQIA accompanied the framework document during the 
consultation.  While the Order itself has no specific equality impact issues, the 
framework document seeks to address a number of equality matters relating to 
the SFRS.   

 
9. The SFRS will be responsible for assessing the impact of its Strategic Plan 

which will provide the detail of how it intends to deliver on the priorities and 
objectives set out in the framework document. 

 
Financial Effects 
 
10. A Business and Regulatory Impact assessment has been completed and 

accompanied the framework document during the consultation.   The impact of 
the policy on business is negligible.   

 
 
  

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/08/3762
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CIVIL LEGAL AID (SCOTLAND) (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) 

REGULATIONS 2016 (SSI 2016/257) 
 
Introduction 
 
14. The instrument is made under sections 33(2)(a) and (3) and 36(1) and (2)(a) and 
(c) of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986. The Regulations provide clarity as to the civil 
legal aid fees for work in the Upper Tribunal. 
 
15. The instrument comes into force on 1 December 2016. 
 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee consideration 
 

16. The Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee considered this instrument at 

its meeting on 13 September 2016 and agreed that it did not need to draw it to the 

attention of the Parliament on any grounds within its remit. 

Justice Committee consideration 
 
17. If the Committee agrees to report to the Parliament on this instrument, it is 
required to do so by 31 October 2016. 
 
Policy Note: Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) (Miscellaneous Amendments) 
Regulations 2016 (SSI 2016/257) 
 
Policy Background 
 
1. The Tribunals (Scotland) Act 2014 („the Tribunals Act‟) creates a new, simplified 

statutory framework for tribunals in Scotland, bringing existing tribunal 
jurisdictions together and providing a structure for new jurisdictions. The 
Tribunals Act creates two tribunals, the First-tier Tribunal for Scotland  for first 
decisions and the Upper Tribunal for Scotland, primarily for appeals from the 
First-tier. They will be known collectively as „the Scottish Tribunals‟. 

 
2. Existing tribunal jurisdictions will transfer into the Scottish Tribunals structure in 

a phased process with their existing membership, functions and rules of 
procedure where possible. In the new structure appeals will be decided by the 
Upper Tribunal, as opposed to the Sheriff Court or Court of Session where the 
majority of appeals are currently heard.  

 
3. Civil legal aid is available in relation to the civil courts and proceedings listed in 

paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 (“the 1986 
Act”).  This list includes proceedings in the Court of Session and the Sheriff 
Court, and civil legal aid is accordingly available for appeals to these courts.  
The Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 Amendment Regulations 2016 
(SSI 2016/xx), which come into force on the same date as these Regulations, 
amend paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 of the 1986 Act to make legal aid available in 
or with respect to an appeal to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland (including an 
application for permission to appeal) and in proceedings arising from the 
remittal to that Tribunal under section 57 of the Tribunals (Scotland) Act 2014 of 
an application to the supervisory jurisdiction of the Court of Session (that is, of 
an application for judicial review).  
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Policy Objectives  
 
4. The policy objectives of this instrument are— 

 To provide for the fees payable to solicitors and counsel in the Upper 
Tribunal for Scotland; 

 To provide for proceedings on appeal to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland to 
be treated as distinct proceedings for the purposes of legal aid (requiring a 
separate grant of  legal aid) and for proceedings initiated in the Court of 
Session and remitted to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland not to be treated as 
distinct proceedings;  

 To require the prior approval of the Scottish Legal Aid Board for the 
employment of counsel in proceedings before the Upper Tribunal for 
Scotland; and 

 To specify the auditor of the Court of Session as the relevant auditor in 
relation to legal aid accounts for work in the Upper Tribunal for Scotland, 
and the auditor of the  Sheriff Appeal Court as the relevant auditor in relation 
to legal aid accounts relating to work in the Sheriff Appeal Court.  

 
5. Regulation 2 makes amendments to the Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) (Fees) 

Regulations 1989 („the 1989 Regulations). 
 
6. Regulation 2(2) amends the definition of “auditor”  in regulation 2 of the 1989 

Regulations to provide for the Auditor of the Court of Session to be the auditor 
in relation to legal aid accounts for work in the Upper Tribunal for Scotland and 
the auditor of the Sheriff Appeal Court to be the auditor in relation to legal aid 
accounts for work in the Sheriff Appeal Court.  

 
7. Regulation 2(3) amends regulation 5(1) of the 1989 Regulations to provide 

solicitors will be paid detailed fees as set out in Schedule 5 of the 1989 
Regulations for appeals to the Upper Tribunal. These are the same rates as are 
paid for appeals to the Court of Session.  

 
8. Regulation 2(4) amends regulation 10(1) of the 1989 Regulations to provide 

that counsel will be paid detailed fees as set out in Schedule 4 of the 1989 
Regulations for proceedings in the Upper Tribunal for Scotland. These are the 
same rates as are paid for proceedings in the Court of Session.  

 
9. Regulation 2(5) and (6) amend Schedules 4 and 5 of the 1989 Regulations to 

reflect the addition of proceedings before the Upper Tribunal for Scotland. 
 
10. Regulation 3 amends the Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) Regulations 2002 (“the 

2002 Regulations”). Regulation 3(2) amends regulation 4 of the 2002 
Regulations to provide for appeals to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland to be 
treated as distinct proceedings for the purposes of legal aid and for judicial 
review proceedings remitted from the Court of Session to the Upper Tribunal for 
Scotland not to be treated as distinct proceedings. Distinct proceedings require 
a separate application to the Scottish Legal Aid Board (“SLAB”).  Regulation 
3(3) amends regulation 21 of the 2002 Regulations to require the prior approval 
of SLAB for the employment of counsel in the Upper Tribunal for Scotland. The 
prior approval of SLAB is already required for the employment of counsel in the 
sheriff court, the Scottish Land Court, the Lands Tribunal for Scotland or the 
Employment Appeal Tribunal or in proceedings before the Proscribed 
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Organisations Appeal Commission, the Social Security Commissioners or the 
(UK) Upper Tribunal. 

 
11. These changes provide clarity as to the civil legal aid fees for work in the Upper 

Tribunal. The legal aid  provision for cases heard in the Sheriff Court and the 
Court of Session is unaffected. 

 
Consultation 
 
12. Draft provisions were shared with the Faculty of Advocates, the Law Society of 

Scotland,  the Auditor of the Court of Session, the Lord President and the first 
President of the Scottish Tribunals, Scottish Courts and Tribunal Service, the 
Tribunal Chamber Presidents, the Temporary President of the Scottish Tax 
Tribunals and the Scottish Legal Aid Board.   

 
13. The Faculty of Advocates and the Auditor of the Court of Session wished to 

make no comment. The Panel President of PRHP and HOHP highlighted a 
technical point which was subsequently amended and the Law Society of 
Scotland were consulted but offered no comments. 

 
Impact Assessments 
 
14. An equality impact assessment has been completed on the draft SSI. There are 

no equality impact issues. 
 
Financial Effects 
 
15. A Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment has been completed. The 

impact of this policy on business is that the new simplified statutory framework 
for tribunals in Scotland will make clear how certain mechanisms and fees 
would apply in these cases, hopefully reducing bureaucracy.  

 
16. Most of the appeals to be heard in the Upper Tribunal are currently heard by 

either Sheriffs in the Sheriff Court or Judges in the Court of Session and 
conducted by Counsel. Legal aid in these cases currently accounts for around 
£74,000 from the Legal Aid Fund. 

 
17. Based on anticipated average cases costs and procedures there could be a 

saving of between £20,000 and £40,000 on current legal aid expenditure 
(£74,000) once all jurisdictions transfer over to Scottish Tribunals. If cases do 
proceed to the Upper Tribunal, rather than being filtered out, then these savings 
may not be realised. If appeals to the Upper Tribunal are generally more 
complex then there is a possibility that there would be an additional cost to the 
Legal Aid Fund of approximately £60,000 per year.  
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Justice Committee 
 

6th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5), Tuesday 4 October 2016 
 

Subordinate legislation 
 

Note by the clerk 

 
Purpose 
 
1. This paper invites the Committee to consider the following instruments which are 
not subject to any parliamentary procedure: 
 

 Act of Sederunt (Simple Procedure) 2016 (SSI 2016/200) [see page 2]; 
 

 Act of Sederunt (Lay Representation for Non-Natural Persons) 2016 
(SSI 2016/243) [see page 8]. 

 
Procedure 
 
2. Unlike instruments laid under the affirmative or negative procedures, 
instruments that are not subject to any parliamentary procedure (known by the 
shorthand of ―no procedure‖ or ―laid only‖ instruments) cannot be rejected by the 
Scottish Parliament. However, they are considered by the Delegated Powers and Law 
Reform (DPLR) Committee on the usual technical grounds. This sometimes results in 
the drafter of the instrument agreeing either to withdraw the instrument and lay another 
or, more commonly, to put down a replacement instrument in due course that takes 
cognisance of any errors or minor inconsistencies identified by the DLPR Committee. 
 
3. Subject Committees are not obliged to consider no procedure instruments that 
are relevant to their remit. A very large proportion of no procedure instruments tend to 
be relevant to the Justice remit. Most of these are rules of court for the civil and 
criminal courts prepared under the authority of the Lord President/Lord Justice 
General.  
 
4. In session 4, the Justice Committee came to the view that it was not a good use 
of its time to routinely take all no procedure instruments relevant to its remit. The then 
Convener determined that the Committee would take the following approach: such 
instruments would not ordinarily be placed on a Committee agenda unless— 
 

 the DPLR Committee had drawn the instrument to the lead Committee’s 
attention on technical grounds (except where these related to minor drafting 
errors that had subsequently been acknowledged by the drafter); or 

 a Member of the Justice Committee had proposed to the Convener that the 
instrument go on the agenda, and the Convener agreed. 

 
5. In addition, where clerks were aware of particular concerns with an instrument 
not subject to parliamentary procedure, they would draw this to the Convener’s 
attention, for consideration whether to put it on the agenda. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/200/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/243/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2016/243/contents/made
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6. In this session, the Convener has decided to continue with this approach. It is 
expected that this will mean that, in practice, it will be rare for any no procedure 
instruments to appear on the Justice Committee’s agenda.  
 
7. The two instruments referred to in this paper are considered to be relevant in 
relation to the first bullet point in paragraph 4 above. In addition, it was considered that 
there might be merit in the Act of Sederunt related to Simple Procedure being brought 
to the Committee’s attention as it makes procedural rules for a completely new type of 
court procedure that is intended to be intelligible to non-lawyers and to facilitate lay 
involvement. The instrument is therefore of more general interest than is ordinarily the 
case for no procedure instruments. 
 
8. As noted above, the Scottish Parliament has no power to reject a no procedure 
instrument. Putting such an instrument on the Justice Committee’s agenda in the rare 
circumstances outlined above provides a forum for the Committee to note and, as 
appropriate, comment upon an instrument in respect of which more serious drafting 
concerns have been raised or which is otherwise of interest. It is expected that in most 
cases noting the instrument may be all that the Committee wishes to do, but there are 
other options (eg writing a letter commenting on the instrument to the drafter).  
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ACT OF SEDERUNT (SIMPLE PROCEDURE) 2016 (SSI 2016/200) 
 
Introduction 
 
9. The instrument was made under section 14(7) of the Scottish Commission for 
Human Rights Act 2006(c) and section 104(1) of the Courts Reform (Scotland) Act 
2014. It makes provision about the procedure to be followed in simple procedure 
cases. 
 
10. The instrument comes into force on 28 November 2016. 
 
DELEGATED POWERS AND LAW REFORM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 
11. The Delegated Powers and Law Reform (DPLR) Committee considered this 
instrument at its meeting on 6 September 2016 and agreed to draw it to the attention 
of the Parliament for reasons of defective drafting. 
 
12. The DPLR Committee acknowledged at the outset that the Lord President’s 
Private Office (―LPPO‖) had undertaken to amend almost all of the errors which that 
Committee had identified in respect of this instrument.  A number of errors will be 
corrected in time for the commencement of the new simple procedure on 
28 November 2016. However the LPPO explained that some corrections will require 
further deliberation by the Scottish Civil Justice Council, and may accordingly be 
resolved following implementation. 
 
13. The relevant extract from the DPLR Committee’s report on the instrument is 
reproduced below. 
 
JUSTICE COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 
14. The instrument was laid on 13 June 2016 and is not subject to any 
parliamentary procedure. It has been referred to the Committee under Rule 10.1.3 of 
Standing Orders. However, there is no formal requirement for the Committee to 
consider it.  
 
Recommendation 
 
15. The Committee is invited to note the instrument and make any comment 
on it. In particular, in light of the concerns raised by the DPLR Committee, the 
Committee is invited to endorse the conclusions reached in the DPLR 
Committee‟s report. 
 
Extract from the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee 3rd Report 2016 
 
Act of Sederunt (Simple Procedure) 2016 (SSI 2016/200) (Justice Committee) 
 

1. The purpose of this instrument is to make procedural rules for a new type of court 

procedure, to be known as the simple procedure.  The new procedure will 

replace the current small claims and summary cause procedures. 

2. The letter accompanying the rules when they were laid before Parliament 

explains that particular drafting approaches have been adopted in the rules as a 

result of the principle that the rules should be, to the greatest extent possible, 
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usable without the need for additional guidance by persons who are not legally 

qualified.  As a result, the style in which the rules are drafted differs in a number 

of respects from the drafting employed in other statutory instruments.  Particular 

differences include a division of the rules into a greater number of sections than 

may ordinarily be the case; the use of question-style headings for rules; and 

other non-text elements, such as flow charts, designed to increase readability. 

3. These rules are subject to the ―laid only‖ form of Parliamentary procedure (i.e. 

they are laid under section 30 of the Interpretation and Legislative Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2010, but not subject to either the negative or affirmative 

procedures), and they come into force on 28 November 2016. 

4. In considering the instrument, the Committee sought explanation of a number of 

issues. The correspondence is reproduced at Annexe A. 

5. The Committee acknowledges at the outset that the Lord President‟s 

Private Office (“LPPO”) has undertaken to amend almost all of the errors 

which the Committee has identified in respect of this instrument.  A number 

of errors will be corrected in time for the commencement of the new simple 

procedure on 28 November 2016, however the LPPO explains that some 

corrections will require further deliberation by the Scottish Civil Justice 

Council, and may accordingly be resolved following implementation.   

6. The Committee welcomes the LPPO‟s commitment to correcting errors, and 

encourages the LPPO to take all steps available to it to make all of the 

necessary corrections in time for commencement of the new procedure on 

28 November 2016.   

7. The Committee also considers that, for an instrument of approximately 260 

pages in length, and one which adopts a drafting approach which is in 

many respects novel, the number of errors identified by the Committee in 

the new rules does not appear to be unduly disproportionate.  

8. The Committee draws the instrument to the Parliament‟s attention under 

reporting ground (i), as the drafting of the following rules appears to be 

defective: 

9. Rule 10.11(1) provides that a person who has particular documents must 

tell the court “that” the person believes them to be confidential.  The 

provision is intended, however, to require a person to tell the court that 

documents are confidential only “if” that person believes the documents to 

be confidential.  The error means that the proper policy intention is not 

delivered. 

10. The LPPO has agreed that there is an error in rule 10.11(1) and proposes to 

change the word “that” to “if” at the next available opportunity. 

11. Rule 11.7(3) provides that when a Special Measures Review Application is 

received, the sheriff may do one of four things.  The policy intention, as 

confirmed by the LPPO, is that the sheriff should be able to do five things, 

and that rule 11.7(3) omits to include a fifth option enabling the sheriff to 
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vary an existing special measure.  To the extent that the rule does not fully 

deliver the policy intention, and the full suite of options which are to be 

available, the Committee considers that it is defectively drafted. 

12. The LPPO has undertaken to amend rule 11.7(3) at the next available 

opportunity so as to include the fifth option of varying a special measure.  

13. The Committee also draws the instrument to the Parliament‟s attention 

under reporting ground (h), as the meaning of the following provisions 

could be clearer: 

14. The definition of the term “a case where the expenses of a claim are 

capped”, set out in paragraph 3(1) of the instrument, is unclear as it defines 

such a case by reference to a provision where a sheriff has specifically 

directed that an order capping expenses is to be disapplied. 

15. The LPPO acknowledges that there is an error in this definition and has 

undertaken to amend it at the next available opportunity. 

16. Rule 10.5(3) uses the wording “within 2 weeks of the end of either the 4 

week period or the appeal being decided, whichever is the later”.  The 

Committee considers that the meaning of “the end of the appeal being 

decided” could be clearer given that there are a number of options 

available to the Sheriff Appeal Court when considering an appeal, as set 

out in rule 16.4.  The Committee observes that users of the rules should 

have clarity as to when, bearing those various options in mind, “the end of 

an appeal being decided” occurs.  

17. The LPPO has agreed to consider whether rule 10.5(3) can be drafted more 

clearly and, in particular, whether the rules can be explicit in setting out the 

stage in an appeal when the 2 week period begins. 

18. There is a lack of clarity as to the relationship between rules 11.3(3) and 

12.3(4).  Rule 11.3(3) provides that a sheriff may not continue a hearing to 

another day solely because a witness did not appear.  Rule 12.3(4) provides 

that a sheriff may continue a hearing to another day only if it is necessary 

to do so.  The rules do not make clear which rule is to take precedence in 

circumstances where the reason why the sheriff considers it necessary to 

continue a hearing to another day (in the language of rule 12.3(4)) is to 

enable the court to hear from a witness who has not appeared.  In 

particular, the rules do not make clear whether rule 11.3(3) is intended to 

preclude the continuation of the hearing in these particular circumstances.   

19. The LPPO has undertaken to reflect upon whether the relationship between 

these two rules could be clarified.  

20. Finally, the Committee draws the instrument to the Parliament‟s attention 

under the general reporting ground, in respect of the following points: 

21. The preamble to the instrument fails to cite paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 to 

the European Communities Act 1972 as an enabling power under which the 
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instrument is made.  While the Committee considers that, in the 

circumstances, the general enabling words “all other powers enabling it to 

do so” are sufficient to allow paragraph 1A to be invoked without expressly 

citing it in the preamble, the Committee  also considers that, in these 

circumstances, this error constitutes a failure to follow proper drafting 

practice.   

22. The preamble also fails to explain the basis for making the reference to 

“Service Regulation” in paragraph 3(1) of the rules an ambulatory 

reference.  Proper drafting practice for creating an ambulatory reference is 

to narrate the intention to do so in the preamble to the instrument thereby 

alerting users of the legislation to the fact that the instrument contains an 

ambulatory reference.  The Committee considers that omitting to do so in 

these circumstances constitutes a failure to observe proper drafting 

practice which falls to be reported under the general ground.   

23. Paragraph 3(1) of the rules contains four definitions which do not appear in 

the body of the instrument.  The definitions are: 

“a decision absolving the responding party”; 

“a decision ordering the responding party to deliver something to the 

claimant”; 

“a decision ordering the responding party to do something for the 

claimant”; and 

“restart a case”. 

24. The LPPO has undertaken to amend the definitions at the next available 

opportunity. 

25. Paragraph 3(1) defines the term “child‟s property administration order” as 

an order under section 11(1) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995.  The 

correct reference should, however, be to section 11(1)(d) of the 1995 Act.  

The LPPO acknowledges this lack of specification and has agreed to 

amend the reference at the next available opportunity. 

26. Rule 18.2(2)(c) refers to rule 6.10(2).  The correct reference, as confirmed by 

the LPPO, should be to rule 6.11(2).  The LPPO confirms that it will amend 

the error at the next available opportunity. 

27. There is an error in section C2 of Form 20E of the rules, which contains two 

otiose tick boxes, those referring to “By a next-day postal service which 

records delivery” and “Other”.  The LPPO has undertaken to remove these 

tick boxes at the next available opportunity. 

28. Rule 19.7(16) refers to the “Confirmation of Formal Service Notice”.  The 

LPPO has confirmed that this should instead refer to the “Confirmation of 

Formal Service”.  The LPPO has undertaken to correct this error at the next 

available opportunity. 
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29. The heading to rule 10.9 indicates that a party may apply for a special order 

to recover documents “if” that party does not believe that a standard order 

to recover documents has been complied with.   

30. The LPPO has acknowledged that the heading to rule 10.9 does not 

accurately reflect the policy intention, which is that a party should be able 

to make an application for a special order for recovery of documents where 

a standard order has not been complied with (and not only where the party 

does not “believe” that the order has not been complied with).  The LPPO 

has undertaken to amend the heading to rule 10.9 to better reflect the 

content of the rule at the next available opportunity.  

31. Section B2 of Form 9G omits to include a tick box for an “interested 

person”, who is neither the claimant nor the respondent, but who 

nevertheless is a person entitled to make an application using that form by 

virtue of the provision made in rule 20.6(2).   

32. Form 9G also instructs the person filling it out to refer to rule 9.10 before 

completing the form.  Rule 9.10 is of no relevance to interested parties who 

may make applications using Form 9G by virtue of rule 20.6.  The 

introductory note to Form 9G should also, therefore, instruct the person 

filling it out to refer to rule 20.6.  The LPPO has acknowledged these 

omissions from Form 9G and intends to correct them at the next available 

opportunity.  
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ACT OF SEDERUNT (LAY REPRESENTATION FOR NON-NATURAL PERSONS) 
2016 (SSI 2016/243) 

 
Introduction 
 

15. The instrument was made under section 98 of the Courts Reform (Scotland) Act 

2014(b). It makes provision regarding lay representation for non-natural persons in 

civil proceedings. The instrument partly implements Chapter 4 (lay representation for 

non-natural persons) of the Courts Reform (Scotland) Act 2014. 

 

16. The instrument comes into force on 28 November 2016. 

 
DELEGATED POWERS AND LAW REFORM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 

17. The Delegated Powers and Law Reform (DPLR) Committee considered this 

instrument at its meeting 20 September 2016 and agreed to draw it to the attention of 

the Parliament because the meaning of the Form set out in schedule of the instrument 

could be clearer. The Lord President’s Private Office (LPPO), in its response, argues 

that it does not see any difference in terms of effect between the two formulations of 

having a personal interest in the subject matter of the proceedings and having a 

personal interest in the outcome of the case. The LPPO states that two seem, to it, to 

be synonymous ways of describing the same parliamentary intent: that a 

representative should not have a personal interest in the case.  

 

18. The relevant extract from the DPLR Committee’s report on the instrument is 

reproduced below. 

JUSTICE COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 

19. The instrument was laid on 1 September 2016 and is not subject to any 

parliamentary procedure. It has been referred to the Committee under Rule 10.1.3 of 

Standing Orders. However, there is no formal requirement for the Committee to 

consider it.  
 
Recommendation 
 

20. The Committee is invited to note the instrument and make any comment 

on it. In particular, in light of the concerns raised by the DPLR Committee, the 

Committee is invited to endorse the conclusions reached in the DPLR 

Committee‟s report. 

Extract from the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee 5th Report 2016 
 
Act of Sederunt (Lay Representation for Non-Natural Persons) 2016 
(SSI 2016/243) (Justice Committee) 
 

1. This Act of Sederunt is made under section 98 of the Courts Reform (Scotland) 

Act 2014 (―the Act‖). It makes provision regarding lay representation for non-

natural persons in civil proceedings. 
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2. The instrument is laid before the Parliament, but is not subject to any further 

procedure. It will come into force on 28 November 2016. 

3. Part 3, chapter 4 of the Act allows lay representatives to conduct civil 

proceedings on behalf of non-natural persons, in certain circumstances. In the 

case of civil proceedings (other than simple procedure cases) in the Court of 

Session, the Sheriff Appeal Court and the sheriff court, the permission of the 

court is required before a lay representative may conduct proceedings on behalf 

of a non-natural person (section 97(2) of the Act). The court may grant such 

permission if satisfied as to certain specific matters which are set out in section 

97(3) to (6) of the Act. 

4. The Act of Sederunt specifies that an application under section 97(2) of the Act, 

for permission for a lay representative to conduct proceedings on behalf of a non-

natural person, is to be made in the Form set out in the schedule of the 

instrument.  

5. In considering the instrument, the Committee noted a difference in wording 

between the Form and the Act, as detailed below. The Committee asked the Lord 

President’s Private Office for an explanation of this matter. The correspondence 

is reproduced at Annexe B. 

6. The Committee considers that the difference in wording between the Form and 

the Act has led to a lack of clarity, in that the meaning of the Form could be 

clearer, when read in light of the wording in the Act. 

7. The Committee therefore draws the instrument to the attention of the 

Parliament under reporting ground (h), as the meaning of the Form set out 

in the schedule of the instrument could be clearer. 

8. Section 97(3) of the Act provides that, before granting permission for a lay 

representative to conduct proceedings on behalf of a non-natural person, 

the court must be satisfied (amongst other things) that the lay 

representative is a suitable person to conduct proceedings. Section 97(4) 

provides that, for these purposes, a lay representative is a suitable person 

to conduct proceedings if (again amongst other things) the lay 

representative does not have a personal interest, as defined in section 

97(5) of the Act, in the subject matter of the proceedings. 

9. The Form, on the other hand, includes a declaration, to be made by the 

prospective lay representative, that (amongst other things) the prospective 

lay representative does not have a personal interest, within the meaning of 

section 97(5) of the Act, in the outcome of the case. 

10. The Lord President‟s Private Office, in its written response to the 

Committee, considers that there is no difference in terms of effect between 

the two formulations of having a personal interest in the subject matter of 

the proceedings and having a personal interest in the outcome of the case. 

The Lord President‟s Private Office considers the two formulations to be 

synonymous ways of describing the same parliamentary intent i.e. that a 

representative should not have a personal interest in the case. 
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11. The Committee considers that the wording in the Act, and the wording in 

the Form, would not necessarily be taken by a user of the legislation to be 

synonymous with one another. The Committee considers that the 

difference in wording between the Form and the Act has the scope to cause 

confusion for the user of the legislation, who might question why different 

words have been used and whether any difference in meaning is intended. 

This scope for confusion would be removed if the wording of the Form 

echoed that of the Act. 
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Annexe A 
 

Act of Sederunt (Simple Procedure) 2016 (SSI 2016/200) 

On 15 August 2016, the Lord President’s Private Office (LPPO) was asked the 
following questions. The response from the LPPO to each of the questions asked is in 
bold. 
 
1. The following definitions set out in paragraph 3(1) appear not to be used in the 
Rules:  

 ―a decision absolving the responding party‖ 

 ―a decision ordering the responding party to deliver something to the claimant‖ 

 ―a decision ordering the responding party to do something for the claimant‖ 

 ―restart a case‖.  
 

If this is agreed, would it be proposed to amend or omit these definitions, or to make 
any further provisions in the instrument to add in these defined terms? 
 
We are grateful to the Committee for identifying this error. We propose to amend 
these definitions at the next available opportunity to properly reflect the wording 
used at Rules 9.4 and 13.4. 
 
2. Paragraph 3(1) of the instrument includes a definition of ―a case where the 
expenses of a claim are capped‖, meaning a simple procedure case (a) to which are 
order made under section 81(1) of the 2014 Act applies, or (b) in which the sheriff has 
made a direction under section 81(7) of that Act. 
  
Please explain why (b) is appropriately included in the definition, given that section 
81(7) confers power on the sheriff to direct that an order under section 81(1) is not to 
apply in relation to a case (and so disapplying the provision made by order that no 
award of expenses may be made or that an award is capped)? 
 
We are grateful to the Committee for identifying this error. The second leg of the 
definition of “a case where the expenses of a claim are capped” is incorrect and 
will be amended at the next available opportunity. 
  
3. Paragraph 3(1) also includes a definition of ―child’s property administration order‖ 
meaning an order under section 11(1) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995.  Was there 
any intention to refer to section 11(1)(d) specifically (which refers to an order relating 
to the administration of a child’s property), or otherwise please explain why the 
reference to section 11(1) is appropriate? 
  
We are grateful to the Committee for identifying this lack of specification. We 
agree that an explicit reference to section 11(1)(d) is more appropriate and the 
section will be amended at the next available opportunity. 
 
4. Paragraph 3(1) also includes a definition of the ―Service Regulation‖ (Regulation 
(EC) 1393/2007), which is defined ―as amended from time to time‖ (an ambulatory 
reference). 
  
(a) Please explain which power is being relied upon, to enable the Court of Session to 
make that reference (given that the power to make ambulatory references to EU 
legislation contained in paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 of the European Communities Act 
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1972 applies where subordinate legislation makes provision for a purpose mentioned 
in section 2(2) of that Act, and section 2(2) enables a ―designated Minister or 
Department‖ to make provision to implement EU obligations)? 
  
(b) Has a reference to the power which enables the making of the ambulatory 
reference, and citation that the conditions have been implemented which enable the 
Court to make the reference, been omitted from the preamble? 
 
The power being relied upon is paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 of the European 
Communities Act 1972, which gives the person making the legislation the vires 
to make ambulatory references in subordinate legislation made by them. We 
have omitted to cite this power within the preamble. 
 
However, we consider that the general enabling words “and all other powers 
enabling it to do so” would include the power in paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 to 
the 1972 Act, notwithstanding that the power is not specifically cited. We 
consider that it is expedient for the reference to the Service Regulation to be 
construed as a reference to that regulation as amended from time to time. The 
omission of specific reference to that power does not affect the validity or 
operation of the ambulatory reference. 
 
4. (Supplementary) In considering the LPPO’s response to question 4, a further 
question arises in connection with the tests which paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 to the 
1972 Act requires to be met before it is competent to make an ambulatory reference.   
 
Can you please explain which purpose mentioned in section 2(2) of the 1972 Act these 
rules make provision for and therefore how the condition in subparagraph (1)(a) of 
paragraph 1A of Schedule 2 to the 1972 Act is met? 
 
The rules make provision for the first  purpose mentioned in 2(2)(a), namely: - 
for the purpose of implementing an EU obligation. Rule 19.4 gives the reader 
detailed instructions as to how they can formally serve a document on someone 
who lives in an EU member state (including Denmark) under the Service 
Regulation. The Service Regulation concerns the service of judicial and extra 
judicial documents in civil or commercial matters.  Accordingly, the condition in 
Schedule 2, Paragraph 1A(1)(a) is met. We consider that it is expedient for 
reference to the service regulation to be a reference to that regulation as 
amended from time to time. 
 
5. Part 1 of the Simple Procedure Rules provides an overview of the procedure, and 
various provisions (for example in Rule 1.7) specify duties or obligations. Rule 1.2 
specifies various principles of the procedure, including (1) that ―cases are to be 
resolved as quickly as possible, at the least expense to parties and the courts‖.   
 
Rule 1.4(1) provides that the sheriff must ―take into account‖ the principles when 
managing cases and interpreting the rules. Rules 1.5(1) and 1.6(1) provide that the 
parties and representatives must ―respect‖ the principles. Rules 2.4(5), 2.5(5) and 
2.6(7) also refer to a lay representative or courtroom supporter who does not ―respect‖ 
the principles. (These are collectively called here ―the relevant provisions‖). 
  
(a) Please explain the intended effect of those provisions to ―take into account‖ and to 
―respect‖ the principles, and how the effect of using these words implements the policy 
intentions which underlie the provisions. 
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(b) Why has the differing wording been chosen in the relevant provisions, and rather 
than provision that the sheriff, party, representative or courtroom supporter, as the 
case may be, must comply with the principles (for example)? 
 
These provisions were carefully considered by the Access to Justice Committee 
and consulted on. Different terms were deliberately used for the way in which 
the principles are to be applied by different actors in a simple procedure case. 
This reflects the underlying ethos of the Rules that their language and structure 
should be such as to allow parties, representatives and supporters to use them 
effectively. 
 
A straightforward requirement to “comply” with the principles (or a similarly-
expressed obligation) would not have, the SCJC considered, been appropriate. 
Given the wide range of cases that might arise, from the straightforward to the 
complex, it was thought that the application of the principles should be 
expressed in a way which encouraged them to be used flexibly, contextually and 
appropriately. While some principles contain language which encourages 
flexible and contextual application (“as quickly as possible”, “as informal as is 
appropriate”), some do not (for example, the principles in rules 1.2(4) or (5)). 
 
The expression “take into account”, used to describe the sheriff‟s responsibility, 
was thought to capture this and apply it appropriately to a person discharging a 
judicial function, whose principal responsibility is to do justice between the 
parties. 
 
The expression “respect”, used to describe the parties‟, representatives‟ and 
supporters‟ responsibilities, was thought to capture this and apply it 
appropriately to them. In the view of the SCJC, the rules cannot and should not 
seek to regulate either a party‟s right to conduct their case as they wish, nor a 
representative‟s obligation to present their client‟s case in their best interest. 
The rules can, however, regulate behaviour in the courtroom, as an aspect of 
civil procedure, and set standards in this regard. The SCJC considered that an 
obligation to “respect” a set of principles was an appropriate manner of 
describing the standard to which parties, representatives and supporters should 
be held. 
 
These provisions are not intended to impose legal duties but duties of a softer 
nature. This is why the expressions were chosen. It is intended that these duties 
will be policed and enforced by the sheriff in an appropriate and proportionate 
manner in each individual case. The sheriff could either remind parties or 
representatives of their duty to respect the principles or, in a more serious case, 
a failure to respect the principles could be corrected by the sheriff making an 
appropriate order, informed by the responsibility set out in rule 1.4(1) and the 
broad nature of the powers given by rule 1.8. 
 
6. Rule 10.5(3) provides for a period for each party to collect documents and other 
evidence which has been lodged in a case ―within 2 weeks of the end of either the 4 
week period or the appeal being decided, whichever is the later.‖    
Could this be clearer in respect of the reference to ―the end of‖ the appeal being 
decided, and given that various procedures for decision on appeal are set out in rule 
16.4, which include either a decision taken at the end of the appeal hearing or at a 
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later date, and if the Sheriff Appeal Court takes time to decide, to send a note of 
reasons for decision? 
  
We are grateful to the Committee for raising this point. We consider that the 
position would be, in practice and while conducting a litigation, straightforward, 
but we will reflect on whether this can be drafted more clearly, and in particular 
whether we can explicitly set out the stage in the appeal at which the 2 week 
period begins. 
 
7. The heading to rule 10.9 indicates that a party may apply for a special order to 
recover documents only in circumstances where that party does not believe that an 
order to recover documents has been complied with.  Rule 10.9(1) provides that the 
party who obtained the order to recover documents can ask the sheriff to make a 
special order, but there is no provision to the effect that before such application may 
be made, the party must not believe that the order to recover documents has been 
complied with. 
  
Was it intended that the restriction on the circumstances in which a party may apply for 
a special order to recover documents, which is referred to in the heading to rule 10.9, 
should also be set out within the rule 10.9(1)?   Otherwise please explain why it is 
considered that the condition properly has effect, despite being included only in the 
heading and not in the text of the rule. 
  
It was not the intention that the ability to make an application for a special order 
for recovery of documents should be conditional upon the state of belief of the 
party applying. Rather, it was the intention that an application for a special order 
to recover documents should be made if the “standard” order for recovery of 
documents under Rule 10.6 had not been complied with. We agree that the 
heading does not reflect the intention but that this can be rectified by amending 
the heading to read, “What happens if an order to recover documents has not 
been complied with?” We will do so at the next available opportunity. 
 
8. Rule 10.11 is headed: ―What happens if the person who has the documents claims 
they are confidential?‖  Rule 10.11(1) provides that a person who has documents 
mentioned in a special order to recover documents must tell the court ―that‖ the person 
believes them to be confidential.   
  
The effect appears to be to require a person who has documents mentioned in a 
special order to recover documents to tell the court that the documents are believed to 
be confidential, and not only in circumstances where the person who has the 
documents believes that they are confidential. It is noted that rule 10.8(1) states that a 
person who has documents mentioned in an order to recover documents must tell the 
court ―if‖ that person believes them to be confidential.   
  
Accordingly is there an error, or could rule 10.11(1) be made clearer? 
  
We are grateful to the Committee for identifying this error. We propose to amend 
rule 10 (11)(1) to change “that” to “if” at the next available opportunity. 
 
9. Rule 11.7(3) provides that when a Special Measures Review Application is 
received, the sheriff may do one of 4 things.  These are:  

I. add a new special measure; 
II. substitute a new special measure for an existing one; 
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III. delete a special measure; 
IV. revoke the order authorising the use of special measures entirely. 

  
The Special Measures Review Application (Form 11E) refers at Section D1 to the 
Sheriff being able to do 5 things, including (in addition to the matters listed above) 
varying a special measure. 
  
(a) Please clarify whether the policy intention is that the sheriff should be able to vary 
an existing special measure?   
(b) If so, is there an omission in that respect in rule 11.7(3)? 
  
We confirm that the intention is that the sheriff should be able to vary an 
existing special measure. Accordingly, we intend to amend Rule 11.7(3) to 
insert: - “(a) vary a special measure” and to re-alphabetise the remaining 
options so that the order of the options coincides with the order in which they 
appear in the Form.  We shall do so at the next available opportunity. 
 
10. Rule 12.3(4) states that the sheriff may continue a hearing to another day without 
resolving the dispute, only if it is necessary to do so.  Rule 11.3(3) provides that the 
sheriff must not continue a hearing to another day solely because a witness did not 
appear.   
  
(a) Are there circumstances in which the effect of those two provisions could conflict, 
for example if the evidence of a non-appearing witness is considered by the sheriff to 
be necessary to the sheriff’s decision?  
(b) If so, is there an omission to provide which of the rules has effect or takes 
precedence in the event of such a conflict, or could the provision be made clearer in 
some other way? 
  
We consider that these two rules, read together, are capable of consistent 
interpretation. If a witness did not appear, rule 11.3(3) would direct the sheriff 
that this alone was not, as it would normally be, sufficient reason to continue 
the hearing to another day. Instead, the sheriff would have to ask the question 
implied by 12.3(4) and identified in the question: whether the non-appearance of 
that witness make a continuation necessary.  
 
That being said, that explanation does make it clear that rule 11.3(3) is in effect a 
clarification of rule 12.3(4), a more specific expression of an aspect of  12.3(4), 
or redundant in the face of 12.3(4). Nevertheless we think that it is valuable, 
since it specifically disapplies a very common feature of civil procedure which 
the SCJC considered should not be carried forward into simple procedure: that 
is, the continuation of diets simply because a witness has not appeared. A 
similar provision can be found in the Small Claim Rules, rule 17.6(1). 
 
We are grateful to the Committee for raising the issue and shall reflect on 
whether the relationship between these rules can be better expressed, perhaps 
by the explicit linking of them, or by re-arranging them. 
 
11. Rule 15.5(2) provides that an Alternative Decision Application may only be made 
―where the sheriff alternatively ordered the respondent to pay the claimant a sum of 
money‖.   
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Please explain-  
(a) the meaning and effect of ―alternatively ordered‖ in this context, standing that Part 
15 otherwise appears to make no provision to enable the sheriff to order a payment of 
a sum as an alternative to an order to deliver something or to do something, and  
(b) why it is considered that the provision is sufficiently clear, or whether it could be 
made clearer. 
  
We consider that the meaning of “alternatively ordered” is an order to pay 
money as an alternative to delivery or performance. 
 
We think that this should be clear in context: the rule begins “what if the 
respondent does not comply with a decision?”. The opening provision, (1), 
spells out the situation: there requires to be a principal order of one of those 
two types. The next provision, (2), sets out a further requirement which, in 
context, effectively defines an alternative order.  
 
Additionally, where the claimant is in possession of a Decision Form, it will in 
Part B set out in full the terms of the sheriff‟s decision. Where an alternative 
order is made, this will explicitly note this with the word “alternatively”. 
 
12. Rule 18.2(2)(c) refers to rule 6.10(2).  Should this be a reference to rule 6.11(2)? 
 
We are grateful to the Committee for identifying this error. We propose to amend 
rule 18.2 (2)(c) at the next available opportunity. 
 
13. Rule 20.3(2) gives the sheriff two options where a claimant has asked the court to 
make provisional orders without a hearing.  The sheriff may either: 

 grant the application and send the claimant written orders containing the 
provisional orders; or 

 refuse to grant the application without a hearing and send the claimant notice of 
when and where the provisional orders hearing is to be held. 

Form 20A contains the Provisional Orders Application. Section D2 presents two 
options: ―I want the court to arrange a hearing‖ and ―I do not want the court to arrange 
a hearing‖.  It also states:  ―If you do not want a hearing, the Application will be 
refused.‖  
  
(a) Is there an omission to provide for this option- refusal of the application without 
arranging a hearing – to be available to the sheriff in rule 20.3, or could Form 20A be 
clearer?   
(b) Otherwise please explain why rule 20.3 and Form 20A are considered to be 
consistent and appropriate. 
  
We are grateful to the Committee for highlighting this omission.  
 
If a claimant asks the court to make provisional orders without a hearing, there 
follow two stages. Firstly, the court must make a decision on whether there 
should be a hearing. After the hearing, the court must make a decision on the 
application itself. 
   
At stage one, the court may decide to (a) grant the provisional orders sought 
without a hearing or (b) insist that a hearing is set, after which a decision will be 
made on the application itself.  
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Box D2 of Form 20A seeks to set out the options to the applicant in the event 
that they request the court deals with the application on the papers but the court 
insists on a hearing. It is concerned with the stage after the court makes a 
decision under 20.3(2). It gives the claimant the option to choose not to proceed 
with their application rather than proceeding to a hearing. Box D2 states to the 
applicant that the choice not to proceed to a hearing will result in refusal of the 
application. That is correct. If the court has earlier (at the first stage of the 
decision making process) decided that it cannot decide the application without a 
hearing under Rule 20.3(2)(b) (which is one of the two options open to the court 
at that stage), and the applicant has indicated that they do not want the court to 
arrange a hearing (Box D2), then the court is unable to decide the application 
and must refuse it.  
 
We agree that the relationship between Rule 20.3 and Form 20A could be clearer 
and that Rule 20.3 should provide for the sheriff to refuse the application on the 
basis that the sheriff has refused to grant the application without holding a 
hearing, and the claimant has indicated that he does not want the court to 
arrange a hearing in Box D2.  
 
We are considering how either Rule 20.3, or the Form, or both, might be 
amended to clarify the position and will do so at the next available opportunity.  
 
14. Rule 20.6(2) provides that an interested party may make an application mentioned 
in Part 1A of the Debtors (Scotland) Act 1987 or Part 1A of the Debt Arrangement and 
Attachment (Scotland) Act 2002, by sending an Incidental Orders Application 
(―IOA‖).  The IOA is set out in Form 9G.   
  
(a) Part B of Form 9G enables the person making the IOA to identify themselves as 
either the claimant or the respondent.  If interested persons are also permitted to make 
incidental orders applications, is there an omission in that Part B?  Where can that 
person identify themselves? 
  
(b) Rule 9.10 refers only to one of the parties to the action being able to make an 
IOA.  Form 9G instructs the person completing it to read rule 9.10 prior to filling in the 
form.  
 
Could the rules be clearer (and so is there risk of confusion to users), as rule 20.6 
expressly authorises interested parties to make IOAs, but rule 9.10 and Form 9G  refer 
only to IOAs being made by the parties? 
 
a) An “interested person” can make an Incidental Orders Application under 

Rule 20.6(2) but this is not reflected in Form 9G. Accordingly, we intend to 
amend Form 9G by inserting a tick box for an “interested person” at the next 
available opportunity. 

 
b) Rule 9.10 only refers to applications which the parties to the action are able 

to make and there is therefore no mention of “interested persons”. Rule 20.6 
expressly authorises “interested persons” to make IOAs because it deals 
with “applications mentioned in Part 1A of the Debtors (Scotland) Act 1987 
and or Part 1A of the Debt Arrangement and Attachment (Scotland) Act 
2002”. Applications under those Parts must be intimated to persons having 
an interest as well as to the parties to the action in which the application is 
made.  We therefore consider the rules to be clear.  
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However, we consider that the interplay between the Form and the Rules could 
be clearer. The Form relates to both Rule 9.10 and Rule 20.6 because an IOA can 
be made under either rule. Under Rule 20.6 an application may be made by an 
interested person, in addition to the parties to the action. The Form instructs the 
reader to refer to Rule 9.10 before completing, when this is not the only relevant 
rule. We consider it would be clearer if the Form instructed the reader to refer to 
Rule 9.10 or Rule 20.6, as the case may be. We intend to amend the Form 
accordingly at the next available opportunity. 
 
15. Rule 20.8(2) provides that a sheriff officer must use one of the methods of formal 
service ―mentioned in rule 18.3‖ when formally serving an arrestment notice.  Section 
C2 of the Confirmation of Formal Service of Arrestment Notice (Form 20E) requires 
the sheriff officer to indicate the method of formal service used when an arrestment 
notice has been served.   
 
The methods in Section C2 are presented as a series of options, which include (first) 
next-day postal service which records delivery, and (sixth) ―other‖.  Neither next-day 
recorded delivery nor ―other‖ appear to be methods of formal service provided for by 
rule 18.3.  
  
Please explain by which provision a sheriff officer may opt to formally serve an 
arrestment notice by recorded delivery, or ―other‖ method of formal service- or is there 
an error? 
 
We are grateful to the Committee for bringing to our attention this issue 
concerning Form 20E.  We can advise that there is no provision whereby a 
sheriff officer may opt to formally serve an arrestment notice by recorded 
delivery, or by any method of formal service other than those mentioned in Rule 
18.3.   It follows that the references to „By a next-day postal service which 
records delivery‟ and to „Other‟ in Section C2 of Form 20E are otiose.  We intend 
to remove the additional boxes from Form 20E at the next available opportunity. 
  
16. Rule 19.7(16) refers to the ―Confirmation of Formal Service Notice‖. This form does 
not appear with those specified in schedule 2.   
 
Is there an error, and is it intended to refer to the Confirmation of Formal Service, or an 
additional Notice which should be added in schedule 2? 
 
We are grateful to you for identifying this error. We propose to amend rule 
19.7(16) to refer to the “Confirmation of Formal Service” at the next available 
opportunity. 
 
17. This instrument does not make transitional or saving provision in relation to cases 
which are pending when the instrument comes into force, or provisions which are 
consequential upon the instrument. 
  
A general explanation is sought (to assist the Committee) as to the intentions for 
making transitional, saving and consequential provisions, and when these would be 
brought into force. 
 
We are preparing a Transitionals, Consequentials and Savings instrument as 
part of the implementation programme for simple procedure which will come 
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into force on the same day, 28 November 2016, as the relevant parts of the 
Courts Reform (Scotland) Act 2016 and the simple procedure rules. 
 
While the simple procedure rules contain a comprehensive code for the 
processes involved in a simple procedure case, this instrument will complete 
the implementation by making the necessary changes to other instruments in 
order to allow the new simple procedure to operate alongside and with them. 
 
It will also make some adjustments and alterations to the core set of rules 
before they come into force. This is to correct errors and typos in the simple 
procedure rules, as well as clarify some matters that have arisen during 
operational testing and the development of guidance within the Scottish Courts 
and Tribunals Service.  
 
18. Would corrective action be proposed to remedy any errors or lack of clarity, upon 
consideration of the questions above, and what timing would be proposed for such 
action?    
 
The Transitionals, Consequentials and Savings instrument mentioned in 
response to question 17 will be the ideal vehicle to remedy most of the errors or 
lack of clarity identified within the questions posed. 
 
Such an approach would enable the corrections to be made in time for the 
coming into force of the simple procedure rules. Some of the other issues raised 
may require further consideration by the Lord President‟s Private Office and the 
Scottish Civil Justice Council and may need to be addressed, if necessary, post-
implementation. 
 
The Lord President’s Private Office hopes this response is of assistance to the 
Committee. 
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Annexe B 
 
Act of Sederunt (Lay Representation for Non-Natural Persons) 2016  
(SSI 2016/243) 
 
On 9 September 2016, the Lord President’s Private Office was asked the following 
questions. The response from the LPPO to each of the questions asked is in bold. 
 
1. Paragraph 3 applies to civil proceedings to which section 97 (lay representation 
in other proceedings) of the Act applies, and introduces the Form set out in the 
schedule, by which a non-natural person may apply for a prospective lay 
representative to conduct such proceedings on its behalf. 
 
Section 97 specifies circumstances in which the court may grant permission for a lay 
representative to conduct proceedings. The court may grant permission if satisfied that 
(amongst other things) the lay representative is a suitable person to conduct 
proceedings. For these purposes, a lay representative is a suitable person to conduct 
proceedings if (again amongst other things) the lay representative does not have a 
personal interest (as defined in section 97(5)) in the subject matter of the proceedings. 
 
The Form includes a declaration that the prospective lay representative does not have 
a personal interest (within the meaning of section 97(5)) in the outcome of the case.  
 
Please explain what the effect of this difference in wording between the Act and the 
Form is considered to be, and why this difference is considered to be appropriate in 
light of the circumstances in which a court may grant permission as set out in the Act. 
 
2. The Form includes an execution block in respect of the lay representative’s 
declaration, but does not appear to include an execution block in respect of the 
application by the non-natural person. Please explain why it is not considered a 
necessary requirement for the non-natural person making the application to sign the 
Form. 
 
The Lord President‟s Private Office responded as follows: 
 
Thank you for raising these points, which are considered in turn below. 
 
In relation to the first question, we do not see any difference in terms of effect between 
the two formulations of having a personal interest in the subject matter of the 
proceedings and having a personal interest in the outcome of the case.  The two 
seem, to us, to be synonymous ways of describing the same parliamentary intent: that 
a representative should not have a personal interest in the case.  We struggle to 
conceive of an example in which there could be one without the other.  For example, 
the lay representative may wish to appear to defend a debt action against the 
company the representative works for.  If the representative stood to gain if the debt 
was successfully defended then that would be the same as the representative having 
an interest in the outcome of the case.  That being so, we do not think any question of 
appropriateness arises since they are simply different words communicating the same 
effect.   
 
Further, as a matter of law there can in any event be no difference because the 
wording in the Form must be read in a way that is consistent with the effect intended 
by the governing primary legislation.  So even if a situation could be conceived in 
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which the two phrases depart in effect, the wording in section 97(4)(d) would prevail 
and the declaration interpreted accordingly.   
 
In relation to the second question, the Form is a single, whole, document.  It contains 
both the application and the declaration, the latter incorporated within the 
application.  Therefore when the prospective lay representative signs, they do so both 
in relation to the application and the declaration.  By way of explanation, a person may 
already be a lay representative but they may not conduct the proceedings without the 
court’s permission.  Therefore at the point of submitting the application to the court, the 
lay representative already acts for the non-natural person but their application is, on 
behalf of the non-natural person, for court permission to act in the proceedings as a 
prospective lay representative before the court.  The relevant sections are 95(5), 97(2) 
and 97(4)(a) and (c).  To answer the question asked: the application is signed on 
behalf of the non-natural person by its lay representative who is prospectively seeking 
to represent it in the proceedings. 
 
I hope these explanations help to clarify the drafting approach taken in the Form. 
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